
Walkthrough: 

First, you can walk around. You can chat with Erika here or explore. 

 

What you can basically do is four sidequests and the main quest. We will shot the main quest first. 

 

Main Quest: Go talk to Rinet Josh in the Training Room on the first floor. 

 



Josh will talk about mechanics and you will have to fight him. 

Josh has three attacks. 

Force Push> Does damage and pushes target back one ROW. 

Weapon Drill> Does heavy damage. 

Hit> Normal Attack. 

Hints: Keep Zack in front blocking and only attack with Diana. Josh is not able to use Force Push and Weapon Drill in 

sequence. When he uses Weapon Drill, that’s the time to go full attack with Diana and Zack. 

 

The point of the fight is for you to understand the mechanics. Sometimes is better to block with one character and 

attack with another.  

 



ROWS can be accessed during the battle (once every two turns) or in the OPTIONS, pressing ESC or X. There are 

some attacks and skills that can only be performed on the first ROW, such as Zack’s normal attack. Diana can attack 

from the middle ROW because she uses a spear. Pay attention to enemies that can push you, they may be able to 

cancel your attacks that way. 

 

IMPORTANT: After the fight you will have taken some damage. Go over there and rest. 

 

Now you are ready to go to the Test, but before that, the side quests: 

Gamaz is Thristy: 

 



Basically, all you have to do is go to the Kitchen and get something to drink from Rhaelo. 

 

Whatever you choose, it alters Gamaz “humor” a little bit. Whatever you do, Gamaz will give you a Red Potion as 

reward. 

A Little Help Here Man: 

Apprentice Helhez is suspiciously looking around in the deposit. 

 

Helhez is looking for his “Amberto”, which he seems to have lost around here. 



Here is the location.

 

After that, Just go and talk to Helhez over there. 

Librarian’s Problem. 

Goldbert needs help. Apprentice Malev seems have borrowed a book and Goldbert wants it back. 

 



Talk to Malev. 

 

You can actually choose if you want to help him or not. Helping gives you 100 Dunnards. 

 

If you choose not to, you must go back and tell Goldbert.  



 

Anything you decide to do, you must go back to Goldbert to clear the Quest. 

Damsel in Distress 

To start this quest, you must talk to Rosa in the First Floor. After that, agree to help her. 

 

Check your HP, you may need to rest. 

When you are ready, talk to Rosa in the second floor. The apprentices will start a fight.   



 

The battle is not difficult, Just remember that Zack can only attack from the First ROW so position him right. 

 

After the Battle, talk to Rosa and she will thank you. With a Kiss. (Expected more?) 

SECRET HSCENE 

All the quests are done now but there seems to be something wrong going on. Zack will say that they both should 

talk to Galen, an apprentice in the library. 

 



After talking to Galen, go back to Rosa. If you did everything right you should find a message. 

 

This message will tell you to find her in the Library. Head there. 

 

When heading there, a HCG and cutscene will play out. Enjoy. 

 

 

 



Ater all that, there is nothing else to do. You can finally head into the Test: 

 

END OF PART 1. 


